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Why use Google Docs

❖ 1 document - everyone has access

❖ Accessible from where with internet access (computer, smartphone, tablet)

❖ Choose who can edit/view/comment on document

❖ Easy to check up on student progress in an assignment

❖ Track changes and provide feedback with simplicity



How it works - 
Microsoft Word with some 
extra features

❖ Getting Started

❖ Add Title and Save

❖ Formating Text

❖ Add Pictures

❖ Add Tables

❖ Commenting

❖ Sharing options

❖ Other Tools and Add-ons

➢ Voice-typing

➢ Translating

➢ Rubrics

❖ Examples



Getting Started
Once you have created a Google account (gmail), you have access to Google Docs
Choose a template or start with a blank Doc



Changing Titles and Saving Docs

Click at the top, change title, and click away from box to save

No chance of your changes ever getting lost again! Google automatically saves every 

step of the way.



Formatting Text

Font 
and 
size

Alignment 
and 

spacing

Style 
and 

Colour

Bullets, 
numbering,
Indenting



Adding Pictures

Lots of ways to 
add pictures

URL: If you 
search for an 
image on Google 
and copy the 
image address

Not as 
comprehensive 
as a real 
Google search 



Adding Tables

Use table menu 
from top 

OR

Right click in a 
square to 
modify.

To insert table,
drag cursor over 
and down to draw 
chart as large as 
you want 

(n.b. The biggest 
is 20x20)



Commenting
Great for leaving feedback 
for students/collaborators, 

or yourself!

Look for the comment 

box at the top or to the 

right (after highlighting 

part of the text)

Comments will always appear in the right 
margin until resolved

You can tag 

people 

specifically in a 

comment by 

using a ‘+’ and 

their email 

address



Sharing Options

Share with 
others so you 

can all 
synchronously 
collaborate on 
the same doc

Control who has 
what access

Manually add people 

or share the link via 

email

!



Other tools - Voice typing
❖ Type in any almost language

❖ Accurate

❖ Great for pronunciation class



Other tools - Translating

Teacher beware!! 
Translate any document into another language → does not affect original (makes a 
new copy for that person only)



Add-Ons

❖ Basically a free app store for Google Docs
❖ Hundreds of possibilities
❖ Click on the app to get a detailed description



Create and mark 
rubrics right in 
application

Clean and simple to use

Follow their set up and 
pick your options, or 
start with a blank slate

Lots of tutorials and 
extra information 
within

Add-Ons - OrangeSlice: 
   Teacher Rubric



Practical Applications in the 
classroom



- Examples in Use - 
Error Correction

Send students template → they choose a colour of 

text to work in, and write their corrected sentences 

below. 



Examples in Use - Brainstorming
❖ Send students template → they click on a box and 

add their idea

❖ Potential problem - students may click on same box 

and both add to it. Teacher can monitor and move 

ideas around so each idea has its own box



Examples in Use - Vocabulary

Send students 

template

They complete 

to make a 

study guide

Teacher: add 

comments of 

aspects that 

need 

readdressed



Examples in Use - Vocabulary



How could you use this in your 
classroom in the next week or two?



Thank you!
If you have any questions, 

please contact me: lynseyduncan11@gmail.com 


